
CONTACT 

Jeff Bernstein has more than 30 years of experience in collections and an extensive consulting 

background working with global clients in banking and financial services, collections and debt purchasing 

markets.  He is highly sought after for his insight into leveraging data, technology and processes to 

improve the ability to identify risk and mitigate losses.   

Bernstein’s comprehensive, results-focused approach involves implementing a leadership-driven 

performance management process that empowers employees to understand what influences 

performance, how to measure it, and how to develop the skills they need to be successful and compete at 

top levels. He understands the complexities and the rapidly changing nature of the industry, from shifts in 

consumer behavior and the convergence of communications technology to increased regulation and the 

impact of the economic downturn. 

Beyond utilizing the right tools and technology as drivers of success, Bernstein simultaneously considers 

organizational components, particularly the employees, along with change management and impact on 

culture. He tackles challenges from an organization’s leaderships to assess the role of leaders in driving 

change and training employees to achieve industry best practices. 

Prior to joining Experian, Bernstein held several leadership positions at Mastercard Worldwide; Fair, Isaac 

and Company; and Fleet Financial Group, among others. As a Senior Vice resident at Fleet Financial, he 

oversaw credit risk management and collections for Fleet’s consumer and credit card portfolios and 

managed lending operations and collections at Fleet Finance. 

T 1 201 248 3147  |  Jeff.bernstein@experian.com   

Education: 

•Utica College of Syracuse University, 

  BS in business administration and 

management   

 

Consulting expertise: 

•Change management 

•Collections optimization 

•Risk management 

• Integration of analytics and strategy  

“The most successful projects 

occur when you can successfully 

manage change within the 

organization and drive the 

organizational culture around the 

vision for the future.” 

Jeff Bernstein 

Senior Global Consultant 

Experian’s Decision Analytics’ Global Consulting Practice 
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SELECTED SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS: 

•TSYS Risk Conference 

• Infocentricity Risk Conference 

•Experian’s Vision Latin America 

•Experian’s Vision Conference  

•TRMA Conference 

•Consumer Bankers Association Conference 

•CSRSA Toronto  

•Collections Technology Conference 

•National Collections & Credit Risk 

•Fair, Isaac FICO User Exchange 

Jeff Bernstein 

Senior Global Consultant 

Experian’s Decision Analytics’ Global Consulting Practice 

PUBLISHED WORK: 

•Financial Outsourcing News, “Slowing the Revolving 

Door” 

•Collections Technology News, “Outsourcing Strategies 

and Performance Impact” 

•The Journal of Lending and Credit Risk Management, 

“Integrating Risk Strategies into Operations” 

•Auto Finance Update, “Integrating Global Risk 

Objectives Into Collections” 
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CASE STUDY: 

Client: Large regional bank with more than 500 employees  

 

Challenge: Collection and recovery of consumer and automobile loans 

 

Results:  

•Successfully reorganized the collections and loan servicing, repossession and remarketing functions 

•Streamlined processes and eliminated redundant handoffs across the organization 

•Achieved more than 30 percent cost savings 

•Successfully applied change management and used large investments in training and development from leadership levels on down 

•Built a management systems approach toward collections and customer management driven by key performance measures that 

captured skill levels among employees and empowered employees to own their performance and be accountable for continuous 

improvement 

•Achieved significant performance lift at all levels of the organization 

•Drove portfolio results in terms of roll rates, delinquencies and losses while improving customer and employee satisfaction 

Jeff Bernstein 

Senior Global Consultant 

Experian’s Decision Analytics’ Global Consulting Practice 
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